Abstract: Tree diameter distributions are essential for the calculation of stem volume and biomass, as well as simulation of growth and yield and to understand timber assortments. Accurate and reliable prediction of tree diameter distributions is critical for optimizing forest structure compositions, scheduling silvicultural operations and promoting sustainable management. In this study, we investigated the potential of airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data for predicting tree diameter distributions using a bimodal finite mixture model (FMM) and a multimodal k-nearest neighbor (KNN) model (compared to the unimodal Weibull model (UWM)) over a subtropical planted forest in southern China. To do so, we first evaluated the capability of various LiDAR predictions (i.e., the bimodality coefficient (BC) and Lorenz-based indicators) to stratify forest structural types into unimodal and multimodal stands. Once the best LiDAR prediction for the differentiation was determined, the parameters of UWM (in non-specific and species-specific models) and FMM (in structure-specific models) were estimated by LiDAR-derived metrics and the tree diameter distributions of stands were generated by the estimated LiDAR parameters. When KNN was applied for constructing diameter distributions, optimal KNN strategies, including number of neighbors k, response configurations and imputation methods (i.e., Most Similar Neighbor (MSN) and Random Forest (RF)) for different species were heuristically determined. Finally, the predictive performance of estimated LiDAR the parameters of UWM, FMM and KNN for predicting diameter distributions were assessed. The results showed that LiDAR-predicted Lorenz-based indicators performed best for differentiation. Parameters of UWM and FMM were predicted well and the species-specific models had higher accuracies than the non-specific models. Overall, RF imputation from KNN with an optimal response set (i.e., DBH) were was stable than MSN imputation when k = 5 neighbors. In addition, the inclusion of bimodal FMM for differentiated all plots generally produced a more accurate result (Mean e R = 40.85, Mean e P = 0.20) than multimodal KNN (Mean e R = 52.19, Mean e P = 0.26), whereas the UWM produced the lowest performance (Mean e R = 52.31, Mean e P = 0.26). This study demonstrated the benefits of multimodal models with LiDAR for estimating diameter distributions for supporting forest inventory and sustainable forest management in subtropical planted forests.
Materials and Methods

Study Area
This study was conducted in Gaofeng Forest, a state-operated planted forest located near the town of Nanning city of Guangxi Province in southern China, approximately between latitudes 22 • 49 N, 23 • 5 N and longitudes 108 • 7 E, 108 • 38 E (Figure 1 ). The area of the study site is approximately 5200 ha with the elevation range between approximately 80 m and 460 m above sea level. The climate of this study site belongs to a typical south-subtropical monsoon with annual mean temperature, mean precipitation means a relative humidity and annual total sunshine of approximately, of 21.6 • C, 1304.2 mm, 79%, 1500-1700 h. The highest monthly precipitation occurs in summer. The main soil type is lateritic red soil developed by sand shale, and the average thickness of the soil layer is above 80 cm. The Gaofeng Forest is a south-subtropical plantation type with two main habitats: Conifer-dominated and broadleaf-dominated. Planted broadleaf tree species are mainly swamp mahogany (Eucalyptus robusta Smith), along with Timor white gum (Eucalyptus urophylla ST Blake) and flooded gum (Eucalyptus grandis L.). The dominant coniferous tree species is Chinese fir (Cunninghamia lanceolata (Lamb.) Hook.). Other species include Acacia confuse Merr., Magnolia glance Blume. and Pinus massoniana Lamb. 
Field Data
The field surveys for ground data acquisition of the study site was carried out from 16 January to 3 February 2018. 49 fixed-area square sample plots (20 × 20 m) within the study site were used in this research. All plots were divided into those dominated by Chinese fir (n = 20) and those dominated by Eucalypt (n = 29). The center position of each plot and each plot corner were registered using a Trimble juno T41/5 Handheld GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) instrument (including a GPS Collector) (Trimble, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), and corrected with high-precision real-time corrected differential post-processing signals received from Trimble NetR9 GNSS Reference Receiver equipped with Trimble Zephyr Geodetic Model 2 GNSS Antenna, resulting in a positional of accuracy of less than 0.5 m [62] . The plot directions were recorded by forest compass, and the border lengths were measured by PI tape. For all live trees with a diameter at breast height (DBH) over 5 cm, species, DBH, height, height to crown base, crown width in both cardinal directions were measured. In addition, small trees (DBH < 5 cm) and dead wood were also tallied for total stem density, but not used in volume calculations. Table 1 shows a summary of plot-level DBH, mean height (H), stem density (N), basal area (G) and volume (V). The individual tree volume with each plot was calculated according to the local provincial species volume equations, which were based on DBH and tree height as predictive variables. Then, plot-level volume was summed by the calculated tree volume within each plot. Notes: SD = standard deviation, DBH = diameter at breast height, H = mean height, N = stem density, G = basal area, V = volume.
Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing
A workflow for predicting diameter distributions by airborne LiDAR data is shown in Figure 2 . The workflow includes three main steps: Data pre-processing, modality differentiation and modeling diameter distributions. In step one, a 1 m Digital Terrain Model (DTM) was generated by calculating the average elevation of LiDAR ground returns within a rasterized cell grid. Metrics were then extracted from point clouds normalized by the DTM. In step two, field plots were classified as either unimodal or multimodal using a bimodality coefficient (BC). Then, the capability of BC, along with the Gini coefficient (GC) and Lorenz asymmetry (LA) predicted by LiDAR metrics were assessed to differentiate modality. In step three, the UWM and FMM were generated for diameter distributions of estimated unimodal and multimodal plots. For comparison, a KNN model was also employed for constructing diameter distributions using LiDAR-derived metrics. KNN diameter distribution prediction strategies, including number of neighbors (i.e., k), response configurations and imputation methods (i.e., MSN and RF) were also examined. Finally, the performance of LiDAR predicted diameter distributions was evaluated. These steps are described in further detail below. 
LiDAR Data and Metrics
The small footprint airborne LiDAR data were acquired over the entire study site, initially from 17 to 30 January 2018. The LiDAR data acquisition was operated from a fixed-wing aircraft flown at 750 m above ground level with a flight speed of 180 km/h, using a Riegl LMS-Q680i sensor (Riegl Laser Measurement Systems, GmbH, Horn, Austria) integrated into the LiCHy System [63] . The flight line side-lap was 65% and the sensor recorded a temporal sample spacing of a laser pulse was 1 ns (approximately 15 cm). The emitted laser pulses by LiDAR system were in the near-infrared band (1550 nm) with a 300 kHz pulse repetition frequency and an 80 Hz scanning frequency. The maximum scanning angle and FOV (field of view) were ±30 • from nadir, 60 • , respectively. The average ground point distances of the dataset in flying and scanning direction were both of 0.45 m in a single strip, with a point density of approximately 8.51 pulses/m 2 . The average points density on sample plots was 9.58 pulses/m 2 and the average beam footprint size was 0.45 m (nadir) in diameter. Extracted point clouds and associated waveforms were stored in LAS (log ASCII standard) 1.2 format (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Bethesda, MD, USA).
To obtain tree heights from normalized point clouds, raw point cloud data were first de-noised under the processing of removing outliers. The above-ground return points were filtered using an Improved Progressive TIN Densification (IPTD) filter algorithm adapted from Zhao et al. [64] . After filtering the above-ground points, a 1-m Digital terrain model (DTM) was generated by calculating the average elevation from the ground points within a rasterized cell grid. If there were no returns within cell grids, these cell grids were filled by interpolation using an Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) algorithm). Then, the point cloud was normalized against the DTM surface height.
Point clouds for all plots (n = 49) were extracted using the coordinates of the lower left and upper right corners.
LiDAR metrics were generated from normalized point clouds and were classified into two groups: Standard metrics [65] and canopy metrics [66] (see details in Table A1 ). Standard metrics mainly involved height-related metrics (e.g., height percentile, mean height, skewness and kurtosis of heights) and canopy return density-related metrics (e.g., density and canopy cover). Canopy metrics included a set of canopy volume (CV) metrics which represent spatial organization of the tree material (e.g., trunk, foliage, etc.) and the total canopy volume within the canopy [67] , along with others, such as rumple, coefficient of variation of leaf area density (CvLAD) [68] and vertical complexity index (VCI) [69] . The canopy volume metrics of this study were calculated by a voxel-based canopy volume model (CVM) with a 5 × 5 × 1 m 3 voxel resolution. The metrics used as predictor variables were calculated for the 20 × 20 m plots using procedures similar to that of Naesset [70] by FUSION [71] and Matlab Software [72] .
Modality Differentiation
Although having relative simple structures compared to other natural forests, subtropical planted forests still show a certain degree of heterogeneity of structural types. To estimate tree diameter distributions of forest stands more accurately than only using a UWM in this heterogeneous forests, prior discrimination of forest structural types (FSTs) and knowledge of appropriate models to pertinently fit diameter distributions is required [48, 73, 74] . In this study, we attempted to stratify forest stands into two generalized FSTs, i.e., unimodal and multimodal, by examining the modality of diameter distributions for each plot using LiDAR-derived predictions. Referring to Mulverhill et al. [48] , we identified modality of sample data distribution each plot using a bimodality coefficient (BC), which reflects a form of the distribution of sample data, to The BC is the sum of the squared skewness of a distribution (g) and 1, divided by the sum of the kurtosis (kt) and a correction factor (C), and has the following equation [75] :
where n the number of samples. C varies between 3 and 4, depending on the number of observations n, and corrects for the fact that the kurtosis of a normal distribution equals 3. The value of BC for the uniform distribution is 5/9. In this case, values of BC for ground-measured diameter distributions greater than 5/9 will indicate bimodal or multimodal diameter distributions. Thus, total 49 plots were classified into 23 unimodal plots and 26 multimodal plots (Table 2) . Table 2 . The results of classified plots using bimodality coefficient for reference measured diameter distributions.
Types
Unimodal Plots Multimodal Plots
All (n = 49) 23 26 Chinese fir (n = 20) 6 14 Eucalypt (n = 29) 17 12 Previous studies [26, 74, [76] [77] [78] pointed out superiority of Lorenz curves for describing FSTs and suggested their derived indicators as a good alternative for describing tree size inequality. In a forest stand, the Lorenz curve represents dominance relations by comparing relative cumulative proportions of basal area and stem density accounted for each tree [78] . The descriptors of Lorenz curves, the Gini coefficient (GC) and Lorenz asymmetry (LA), were regarded as relevant indicators of forest structure. These two Lorenz-based indicators have been used as a basis for characterizing tree size inequality to stratify the forest area into homogeneous or heterogeneous stands [77] . The value of GC is equal to half of the relative mean difference in size among all the trees, and it is usually conceptualized as the area comprised between the Lorenz curve and the diagonal line-of absolute-equality [78] . LA describes the skewness of Lorenz curves. Valbuena et al. [74] reported that the values of GC greater than 0.5 and LA less than 0.5 suggest multimodal diameter distributions. Based on this decision rule, GC and LA were as a suite of Lorenz-based indicators for identifying unimodal or multimodal plots in this study. The GC and LA were derived from Lorenz curves generated by 'ineq' in R software [79, 80] .
In an operational context, LiDAR predictions have the capability to extrapolate this modality differentiation from a grid cell to larger spatial extents. Thus, the BC, GC and LA can be predicted by LiDAR metrics and used as estimates of modality differentiation. Finally, LiDAR predictions for modality differentiation were assessed by determining the overall accuracy and Kappa coefficient of the classification. The differentiation accuracy was defined as the percentage of all plots that were correctly classified as either unimodal or multimodal plots. The initial classification in Table 2 was used as a reference.
Unimodal Weibull Model
As a two-parameter Weibull distribution is greatly adaptive, ranging from an inversed J-shape to unimodal skewed and unimodal symmetrical curve, the Weibull distribution has been shown to be able to characterize a wide range of tree size distributions (e.g., diameter or basal area distribution) in forest stands [40, 81] . The two-parameter Weibull distribution is generated by integrating the Weibull density function, and has the following equation:
where x is the random variable, in this case, the DBH. b and c are the scale and shape parameters of the Weibull density function, respectively. Estimation of Weibull parameters is typically performed by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), because of its consistently better goodness-of-fit statistics when compared to the previous methods [25, 82] . Thus, the MLE method was used for the calculation of the Weibull parameters.
Finite Mixture Model
A finite mixture model (FMM) is used to describe the multimodal distributions of tree diameter in mixed species or uneven-aged forest stands [46, 83] . A mixture distribution can be obtained when analyzing a heterogeneous population [84] . An FMM is essentially an overall distribution made up of two or more smaller distributions, the mixed probability density function p is a weighted sum of k component densities:
where p i is the relative abundance of the ith component as a proportion of the total population and must satisfy the constraints. θ i denotes the parameters of the distribution, and ϕ is a complete parameter set for the overall distribution. For this analysis, a bimodal 2-parameter Weibull FMM was evaluated in this study, as follows:
For this case, the FMM is described by six Weibull parameters: Proportion, scale, and shape of each of the two components (i.e., p 1 , p 2 , b 1 , c 1 , b 2 , c 2 ). The combination of the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm with the Newton-type method was employed for estimating the parameters of the two component mixtures [84] . This procedure started from an initial value in Equation (7):
The initial values of FMM were set up with the multi-start method (MM) which has the potential to find the global maximum by starting the numerical procedure from a set of grid points covering the data space [16] . The grid points on the data space (10 points were employed) were given by:
where d min , d max are minimum and maximum values of the DBH in a plot, respectively. Each subset of initial values was given by:
where θ 0 subsets. The procedure was run 45 times, and then the results were examined to see whether the same solution was produced each run [47] . Once calculated initial values were determined, the FMM was modeled using the 'mixdist' package in the R software [79, 85] . [86] . In this study, diameter distributions could be compiled from tree-level data from the nearest plots [37] . Two nearest neighbor (NN) imputation strategies were tested in this study: Most Similar Neighbor (MSN) and Random Forest (RF). For MSN, a canonical correlation analysis was used to produce a distance metric that determines which k nearest neighbors are most similar to the target observation according to the predictor variables [37, 53] .
In RF, observations are considered similar if they tend to converge in the same terminal node in a suitably constructed collection of classification and regression trees [54] . The metric used to define statistical distance is calculated as one minus the proportion of trees where a target observation is in the same terminal node as a reference observation [55, 87] . Here, the RF imputation was set to generate 500 regression trees ('ntree') in each run, and the number of predictor variables was fixed at the square root of the number of LiDAR metrics (i.e., 'mtry' = √ n) [58] . In this study, the imputed value was produced as a weighted average over the k neighbors, or as a mode, where the count was the sum of the weights rather than each having a weight of 1, as in the case of a categorical variable [56] . The weight W ij of the reference plot j for target plot i was determined according to distance D ij :
The response variables of imputations used in this study were volume (V), basal area (G), mean height (H), mean diameter at breast height (DBH), and stem density (N), because they have a strong correlation with diameter distributions and can be successfully predicted with LiDAR in previous studies [27, 33, 37, 38] . Combinations of these five responses made up the 15 response sets listed in Table 3 . The effect of the number of neighbors k was investigated at a range of 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 with the SET1 (V, G, H, DBH, N) response configuration. Once the optimal value of k was determined, a sensitivity analysis of response configurations and imputation methods (i.e., MSN and RF) was carried out. Since RF imputation allows the number of variables to be much larger than the number of training samples [57, 88] , all LiDAR-derived metrics were used as predictor variables for RF imputation. In order to ensure comparability between the two imputation methods, MSN also employed all metrics. Two imputations were generated by the 'yaImpute' package in R [55, 79] . In the RF imputation, scaled importance values of Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) metrics were calculated by the 'yaiVarImp' function in the 'yaImpute' package [55] . Table 3 . Response configurations for k-nearest neighbor (KNN) imputation in this study.
Responses SET1 SET2 SET3 SET4 SET5 SET6 SET7 SET8 SET9 SET10 SET11 SET12 SET13 SET14 SET15
Notes: " √ " denotes response variables selected in KNN models. V = volume, G = basal area, H = mean height, DBH = diameter at breast height, N = stem density.
Constructing Diameter Distribution Based on KNN
As nearest neighbors were found by means of KNN imputation, the diameter distributions of reference neighbors can be used to construct a tree list of a target plot. To impute diameter distributions of target plot i, the stem density (N) of reference plot j and weight W ij for the distance between plot i and j were required. In this study, the field measured stem density and KNN imputed N were respectively used for predicting diameter distributions. In addition, the construction of the tree list for the target plot i from the nearest neighbors can be described as follows:
where T i is the KNN imputed diameter distribution of tree list in target i plot, t jk is a list of trees of kth reference plot j. When a tree list of target plot i were constructed based on KNN imputations, the diameter distribution were scaled by N. In this study, diameter distributions were predicted for all tree species (i.e., all plots) by simultaneous KNN imputations and also predicted for different species (i.e., Chinese fir and Eucalypt) by separate KNN imputations.
Model Creation and Assessment
In this study, we used Pearson's correlation (r) between total LiDAR metrics and parameters of predictive models for selecting optimal metrics. The metrics were chosen as candidate metrics to enter into regression analyses when r is greater than 0.6 [89] . To improve model linearity all of the dependent variables (i.e., BC, GC, LA and parameters of UWM and FMM) and independent variables (i.e., LiDAR-derived metrics) were converted into a form of natural logarithm in the regression analyses, due to the fact that this functional form could provide more accurate estimates of forest structure attributes [70] . In addition, this form model with a positive intercept will lead to non-zero estimates of structural attributes compared with some linear models with negative intercepts when developed models are extrapolated to larger scales. Then all variables were back-transformed from natural logarithm to original arithmetic units using a bias correction factor (BCF) [90] .
Regression models were constructed as non-specific models (i.e., all plots), species-specific models (i.e., Chinese fir plots and Eucalypt plots), and structure-specific models (i.e., classified unimodal plots and multimodal plots). Independent variables were left in the model using an F-test with a p < 0.05 significance level [91] . To avoid a high inter-correlation of independent variables, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based on the correlation matrix was employed. To reduce the collinearity of regressions, the models with low condition factor ( k < 30) based on PCA were accepted in this study [70] . To avoid overfitting, the maximum number of predictor variables in each regression model was set to four. The best-fitting models were eventually selected according to the lowest Akaike information criterion (AIC) value [92] . The coefficient of determination (R 2 ), Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE) and relative RMSE (rRMSE) were employed to evaluate the performance of predictive models for UWM and FMM parameters. For non-parametric model, all metrics were used as predictors for predicting KNN response sets in MSN and RF imputation. The performance was also assessed using R 2 , RMSE, and rRMSE. Due to the limited field data available, predictive accuracies were validated by a leave-one-out cross-validation analysis (LOOCV).
Evaluating Fit of Predicted Diameter Distributions
The goodness of fit between the reference and predicted diameter distributions on each plot was evaluated by Reynolds error index (e R ) [93] and Packalén error index (e P ) [27] . The calculations of two error indices are as follows:
where f ref i is the reference and f LiDAR i is the LiDAR-estimated stem frequency in DBH class i, m is the total number of classes, N ref is the reference stem density, and N LiDAR is estimated stem density which is equal to the total frequency in each DBH class. Lower values of error indices indicate a better fit of predicted diameter distributions. e R values range from 0 to 200, and the e p values range from 0 to 1.
Results
Differentiation of Modality
LiDAR predictions (i.e., LiDAR-predicted BC, GC, and LA) were respectively used as means of differentiating between unimodal and multimodal plots. The results of this differentiation are presented in Table 4 . For LiDAR predictions of modality differentiation predictors, models for all plots and species-specific plots were separately developed. In comparison, predictions of the non-specific models (i.e., all plots) of BC, GC and LA had relatively lower accuracy than the species-specific models, indicating that the stratification approach according to forest species types may improve the estimates of parameters. GC models had the highest prediction accuracy, followed by LA and BC. For all modality differentiation predictors, both stand metrics (e.g., h 50 , h cv ) and canopy metrics (e.g., Oligo, CvLAD, VCI) were selected by each predicted models. Notably, all of CG, Oligo and CvLAD were the most frequently selected metrics which separately selected by three out of nine models while most other metrics were selected at least twice in nine models. In addition, vertical distribution dependent metrics, such as L kurt , Oligo and CvLAD contributed to the prediction of distribution-related BC.
In terms of these LiDAR predictions for differentiating modality, the predicted Lorenz-based indicators (i.e., GC and LA) produced higher classification accuracies than predicted BC. In addition, the species-specific predicted GC and LA provided the highest classification accuracy, whereas the predicted BC of the non-specific model produced the lowest classification accuracy in terms of overall accuracy and Kappa coefficient. Thus, final unimodal or multimodal plots were classified by LiDAR-predicted GC and LA from the species-specific model. Table A1 for metrics details.
Unimodal Weibull Model and Finite Mixture Model
Predictive Models
As shown in Table 5 , similar to LiDAR-predicted models of BC, GC and LA, the plots with undifferentiated modality were stratified by forest tree species for model development of Weibull parameters (i.e., b and c) derived from a UWM model. As a result, species-specific models yielded better prediction accuracies than the non-specific model (all plots). Two suites of species-specific models performed similarly for predicting b and c. Using predicted GC and LA for identifying modality of plots, 21 unimodal plots and 28 multimodal plots were differentiated ( Table 5 ). The forest type ratio (FTR) of Chinese fir to Eucalypt for 28 unimodal plots was 7/21 and FTR for 21 multimodal plots was 13/8, indicating that most of the Chinese fir plots had uneven tree size distributions whereas most of Eucalypt plots had relative even-sized diameter distributions. UWM and FMM parameters (respectively derived from reference diameter distributions of identified unimodal and multimodal plots) were predicted by LiDAR metrics. The 7 were the most frequently used density-related metrics, selected by four out of fourteen models. Among all models, the most frequently used canopy metrics were CvLAD and Rumple. Accuracy results for LiDAR-predicted UWM parameters in undifferentiated plots using leave-one-out cross-validation are shown in Figure 3 . The b and c for all plots had the lowest accuracies, whereas the b and c of Chinese fir models and that of Eucalypt models produced similar accuracies to one another. Figure 4 shows the cross-validation results of FMM parameters models in differentiated plots. For identified UWM plots, b and c produced same R 2 values of 0.83, with RMSE of 12.73% and 14.76%, respectively. For FMM parameters, b 2 obtained the highest accuracy, followed by b 1 , c 1 , p 2 , c 2 , and p 2. Overall, the scale parameter models performed better than shape parameter models, indicating LiDAR metrics had a relatively high correlation with scale parameter. 
Predicted Parametric Diameter Distributions
Based on the procedure of differentiating modal plots and predicting UWM and FMM parameters with LiDAR, we compared ground-estimated diameter distributions to LiDAR-predicted diameter distributions by using mean values of the two error indices for assessment. The results for different plot types are presented in Table 6 . Diameter distributions of undifferentiated plots (Model 1-3) generated by UWM from either ground estimations or LiDAR predictions had a poorer accuracy than those of differentiated unimodal and multimodal plots (Model 4-6). For the two tree species, diameter distributions of Eucalypt plots (Model 3) performed better than those of Chinese fir plots (Model 2). After differentiating the modality of plots, models of multimodal plots (Model 6) produced more accurate diameter distributions, whereas identified unimodal plots (Model 5) had slightly less accurate diameter distributions. Overall, LiDAR-predicted diameter distributions had relative higher errors than ground-estimated diameter distributions, but the accuracies of LiDAR-predicted distributions were acceptable. For differentiated plots, FMM (Model 6) produced higher accuracies than UWM. 
KNN Model
For MSN and RF imputations, a total of 15 response configurations (Refer to Table 3) were originally compared in different forest types (i.e., all plots, Chinese fir plots and Eucalypt plots). The effect of number of neighbors k was evaluated with SET1 and the results are presented in Table 7 . It intuitively found that the values of error indexes were the lowest when k = 5 neighbors for both imputations. The accuracy of predicted diameter distributions from 15 response configurations by MSN and RF imputations are presented in Figure 5 . Overall, there was a relatively high difference in mean e R values of MSN-imputed distributions among 15 response configurations compared with RF-imputed distributions. This suggested that the MSN imputation was more sensitive to the selection of response configurations, while RF was much less dependent on the selection of response configurations. As shown in Figure 5 and Table 8 , SET14 (i.e., DBH) produced the lowest mean e R value for all plots by RF imputation, whereas SET14 also produced the lowest mean e R value for Eucalypt by MSN imputation. The optimal response configuration for Chinese fir was SET7 (i.e., G, H and DBH) when distribution was imputed by the RF imputation. Table 8 summarizes the optimal response configurations for all plots, Chinese fir and Eucalypt plots, the cross-validation results of imputed responses, and the accuracies of predicted diameter distributions. Regarding the responses, DBH of SET14 imputed by RF imputation produced higher accuracy than DBH of SET14 imputed by MSN imputation. In SET7, H had the highest accuracy (R 2 = 0.87, rRMSE = 5.40%), followed by DBH, and G. The LiDAR-predicted distribution of Eucalypt produced the highest accuracy of diameter distribution, followed by Chinese fir, and all plots. Figure 6 displays the scaled importance of top ten predictors that were used for two RF imputation models of Table 8 . For the RF-imputed DBH model of all plots (Figure 6a ), d 3 was the most important variable in the DBH model, followed by the h max , CvLAD, VCI, Filled, OG, Eu, CC 2m and CG. d 1 was the least important variable in the top ten variables. For SET7 responses employed in Chinese fir plots, the h 75 was the most important metric (Figure 6b) , followed by the d 1 , OG, VCI, hcv, d 3 , h 50 , Filled, h max and CvLAD. For two RF imputation models, except Eu, CC 2m and CG in Figure 6a , the other metrics were ranked among the top ten metrics (Figure 6b ). 
Predicted Diameter Distribution in Different Stem Densities
This study compared three methods for predicting diameter distributions. In terms of the accuracy of diameter distributions, the FMM produced more accurate results than KNN, while UWM produced the lowest accuracies (Tables 6 and 8 ). To investigate effects of different stem density for predicting distributions, we chose two groups of four sample plots (i.e., Chinese fir plot 1, 2, 3, 4: Cf1, Cf2, Cf3, Cf4; Eucalypt plot 1, 2, 3, 4: Euc1, Euc2, Euc3, Euc4), including two species with relatively low and high stem density to compare the diameter distributions derived from parametric and non-parametric methods. The two groups were separately differentiated as unimodal plots and multimodal plots by LiDAR-predicted Lorenz-based indicators. For four differentiated unimodal sample plots, the diameter distributions were predicted by Model 1 (i.e., UWM of undifferentiated all plots in Table 6 ), Model 5 (i.e., UWM of differentiated unimodal plots in Table 6 ) and Model 7 (i.e., KNN model for all plots in Table 8 ). The Lorenz curves and the predicted diameter distributions results are shown in Figure 7 . For the four differentiated multimodal sample plots, the diameter distributions predicted by Model 1, Model 6 (i.e., FMM for differentiated multimodal plots) and Model 7, and their Lorenz curves are shown in Figure 8 . From Figure 7a , the predicted Lorenz curves of unimodal plots lied above the line of perfect uniformity (red dotted line), whereas multimodal ones ( Figure 8a) were situated below it, indicating larger inequalities among tree sizes in multimodal plots. Overall, the nonparametric predictions (Model 7) were more irregular than the parametric predictions (Model 1, Model 5 and Model 6). In addition, we found that the ground and LiDAR-predicted diameter distributions were skewed to the right and became more positive kurtosis shapes when stem density increased (Figures 7 and 8) . Regarding the performance of predicted distributions of these two group plots, the Model 5 and Model 6 performed the best in each group. As shown in Figures 7a and 8a , generally, the error index exhibited a slightly decreasing trend with increasing stem density, indicating diameter distributions with high stem density may be more easily be fitted by three methods. Unlike Model 1 for unimodal distributions, Model 6 and Model 7 seems more suitable for fitting multimodal distributions. Hence, for multimodal plots, the performance of Model 6 and Model 7 was better than Model 1, except for Model 7 for Cf3 and Euc3. The KNN could produce even more multimodal peaks compared with FMM, but the KNN seemed unstable for characterizing bimodal distributions in our study site. The ground distributions of Cf1 and Cf2 were relatively irregular and tended to be multimodal, which may be caused by differentiation errors brought by errors of LiDAR-predicted Lorenz-based indicators (GC and LA). In fact, Cf1 and Cf2 should be classified as multimodal plots, whereas LiDAR predictions identified them as unimodal plots. 
Discussion
Differentiation of Modality
Assessing the FSTs of forest stands is critical for understanding tree competition and succession [26, 94] , accessing silvicultural treatments [73, 76] and forest management planning [74] . As a key driver of forest ecosystem process [23, 95] , FSTs are diversified structures induced by either natural forest regeneration or silvicultural practices [96] . Tree diameter inequality, referring to tree diameter diversity interpreted by differently-shaped diameter distributions [9, 76] , has been shown to be an important feature for characterizing the structural diversity of diameter distributions [76, 97] . Prior knowledge of FSTs is a prerequisite to reliably predict tree diameter distributions of forest stands. In this study, we stratified FSTs into unimodal and multimodal stands by means of examining diameter dispersion (i.e., modality of distributions) using concise indicators of describing tree size inequality.
Among a variety of indicators, the GC has been regarded as a consistent descriptor of tree size inequality, outperforming other forest structure indicators characterizing tree size heterogeneity [26] . Lexerød and Eid [76] compared the reliability of a variety of indicators for diameter diversity in boreal forests and they found the GC was the most suitable indicator for assessing stand heterogeneity. Bollandsås and Naesset [14] also used GC to stratify forest areas into different diameter distribution types. However, previous studies [78, 98] demonstrated that the same values of GC can be obtained by very different Lorenz curves. For this reason, LA related to the skewness of diameter distributions was developed as a complement to GC in describing tree size inequality [74, 78, 99] . This study assessed ground-measured and LiDAR-predicted GC and LA derived from Lorenz curves and another statistical indicator, BC, to differentiate unimodal and multimodal stands. The results showed that the LiDAR-predicted Lorenz-based indicators produced higher accuracies (overall accuracy = 59.18%-77.55%) of modality differentiation than BC (overall accuracy = 48.98%-65.31%). In regard to the performance of LiDAR predictions (Table 4) , Lorenz-based indicators generally were predicted with relatively high accuracies (R 2 = 0.35-0.90, rRMSE = 10.78%-35.80%) compared to BC (R 2 = 0.28-0.72, rRMSE = 28.96%-35.80%). The reason for the results may be that Lorenz-based indicators simultaneously included more information of both distributions of stems and their basal areas and therefore were more accurately predicted by LiDAR metrics. This may also explain why Lorenz-based indicators were more appropriate for modality discrimination. Furthermore, the results revealed that LiDAR metrics had more explanatory power for predicting GC than LA, which was similar to the results reported by previous studies [9, 74, 77] . A reason explaining this result may be the fact that GC could bear more variabilities than LA. Valbuena et al. [97] point out the GC was employed to interpret the composition of vertical strata in a forest and LA described the balance between overstory and understory whereas the balance with low variance was relatively difficult to be characterized by LiDAR metrics. In this study, Lorenz-based indicators from the species-specific model (overall accuracy = 77.55%) were as discrimination indices, which may have a disadvantage with regard to limit the application of this method in this study since we need to know the species of the forest for more accurate modality differentiation. The LiCHy System used for remote data acquisition in this study simultaneously integrates LiDAR (RIEGL LMS-Q680i), CCD camera (DigiCAM-60) and hyperspectral (AISA Eagle II) sensors [63] , thus accurate classification of tree-species using airborne LiDAR and hyperspectral data in this study should be considered for future work. In addition, more accurate non-specific models (all plots) could be achieved by using either more model forms or using more LiDAR metrics from vertical structure profiles.
Chinese fir plots made up most of the stands differentiated as multimodal (FTR = 13/8 in Table 5 ), indicating that most Chinese fir plots had multimodal or irregular tree size distributions, whereas most Eucalypt plots had relatively even-sized diameter distributions. This may be caused by different silvicultural treatments in different forest types. As cold-tolerant and commercial fast-growing tree species, Eucalypt played an increasingly important role in plantation forestry in southern China after 1990 [100] . Eucalypt planted forest was highly intensive managed with a short rotation, thereby a clear cutting was often chosen as the harvest method for Eucalypt plantation and the even-aged seedlings were planted after large area cutting, which resulted in even-sized or even-aged forest structure with regular or unimodal diameter distributions. Compared to Eucalypt, forests planted with Chinese fir have a longer rotation age and succession and regeneration of stands often undergo periodic commercial thinning operations, which increases tree size inequality and results in more uneven-sized stands with multimodal or irregular diameter distributions.
Predictive Models
Multiple regression analysis using LiDAR-derived metrics as independent variables for establishing predictive models for BC, Lorenz-based indicators and parameters of UWM and FMM. A logarithmic transformation was used, as it was found to be suitable for the estimates of forest structure attributes in previous studies [70, 101, 102] . However, the regression analysis method may involve overfitting the models for small sample data. Thus, the developed FMM for multimodal plots did not consider tree species separation in this study. As shown in Tables 4 and 5 , BC, GC, LA, b and c were predicted by LiDAR-derived metrics in non-specific models (i.e., all plots) and species-specific models. Other studies reported that forest type had a positive impact on predictive models for improving estimates of forest structural attributes [68, 89, 103, 104] . Similarly, the species-specific models obtained higher performance (R 2 = 0.44-0.88, rRMSE = 5.13%-28.42%) than the general models (R 2 = 0.44-0.88, rRMSE = 5.13%-28.42%) in this study. This can likely be explained by the increasing variability in all plots, including multispecies compared with single tree species plots. Notably, the species-specific models for extrapolation to larger scale also need to acquire more accurate tree species classification maps as a prerequisite in future work. For the predictive models of BC, GC, LA, b and c (Tables 4 and 5) , Chinese fir models generally performed better than Eucalypt models, although b and c of Chinese fir models obtained similar performance to that of Eucalypt models. This may be likely due to the fact that the relationships between forest structure and estimated structural attributes are usually species dependent, and vertical structures of Chinese fir forests are easily characterized, due to their relatively simple and even conical crown structures. In addition, due to more open overstory in Chinese fir forests, LiDAR-derived metrics could capture more full vertical structure information of understory, which may be a potential complement for performance improvement. More variation was explained with the inclusion of canopy metrics to Chinese fir models. The potential of canopy metrics in enhancing an understanding of the physical characteristics of forest canopy structure and improve estimates of structure attributes has been reported in previous studies [68, 89] . As shown in Tables 4 and 5 , all Chinese fir models included canopy metrics, which may be another reason explaining slightly better performance in Chinese fir models. Rumple has been demonstrated to be used for characterizing the horizontal complexity of the canopy surface [102, 105] . CvLAD metric contains more valuable distribution information on the forest vertical structure [68] . Due to this high correlation with a vertical structure, the CvLAD and Rumple were the most frequently selected in predictive models, indicating their high sensitivity to predicted parameters. Notably, the CvLAD was separately selected by predictive models of BC, GC, LA, b, c and c 1 , indicating moderate applicability and universality of this metrics for estimating vertical forest structural attributes.
Similar to the results by other studies in boreal forests [36, 48, 102] , LiDAR-derived metrics had stronger predictive capabilities for scale parameters (i.e., b, b 1 and b 2 ) (R 2 = 0.77-0.95, rRMSE = 5.65%-18.74%) than shape parameters (i.e., c, c 1 and c 2 ) (R 2 = 0.61-0.83, rRMSE = 12.22%-26.66%) regardless of UWM or FMM. The shape parameter is responsible for overall distribution form, which could be an exponential, normal, Weibull or inverse-J distribution, while the scale parameter can control the range of overall distribution. However, the shape of the distribution is often more difficulty characterized by LiDAR metrics than the scale parameter. Similar to the results reported by Thomas et al. [36] and Mulverhill et al. [48] , the second component parameters of FMM in this study were more accurately predicted than the first component parameters. A reason explaining this result may be the fact that more mature forest leads to more peaks of the second component of diameter distributions in larger DBH class, which could be easily characterized. Comparing to the performance of LiDAR-predicted parameters of UMM and FMM in Thomas et al. [36] and Mulverhill et al. [48] , our results had slightly lower error index accuracy. The cause is likely due to different forest structure in planted forests rather than in unmanaged natural forests.
The Selection of Number of Neighbors, Response Configurations and Comparisons of MSN and RF Imputations
In this study, a KNN model was employed to predict tree diameter distributions by tree species. To obtain more accurate predictions of diameter distributions and stand attributes, we examined the effects of three imputation strategies, including number of neighbors, response configurations and distance metric (i.e., imputation methods). To shed light on the implication of number neighbors k on fitting diameter distributions, we chose five distribution-related forest structure attributes (i.e., V, G, H, DBH and N) as response variables and carried out a sensitivity analysis of k with a range of 1, 3, 5, 9. After determining the optimal value of k, a total of 15 response sets were examined for their sensitivity to MSN and RF imputations (Table 3 ). Our results revealed that k = 5 obtained slightly smaller error indices, which was similar to the results reported by Vauhkonen et al. [57] . The optimal k usually depends on the available sample size [57] . Large k shifts the prediction toward the sample mean and may also increase the prediction accuracy [56] . However, for a small sample size, a KNN method with too large or too small k values may lead to less accurate results [49, 59] . For KNN imputation by tree species, the total number of plot data (n = 49) in this study still seems to be small, thereby this may explain why the values of error indexes showed a trend of first increasing and then decreasing when k increased (Table 7 ). Figure 5 shows that MSN imputation was more sensitive to the selection of response configurations than RF, which indicates more stability and robustness of RF imputation. With respect to the performance of MSN and RF imputation for diameter distributions, it was found intuitively from Figure 5 that most of RF imputed distributions had higher accuracies than MSN among different response configurations, except that MSN performed slightly better than RF when the response configuration was SET1-2 for all plots, and SET4-5 and SET13-14 for Eucalypt. Similar to Strunk et al. [35] and Shang et al. [59] , RF was fairly insensitive to the choice of response configurations and was more robust than MSN. As a robust method against overfitting, the superiority of RF for predicting forest structure attributes had been reported by previous studies [56, 57, 86, 106] . This may be a reason explaining the better performance of RF for diameter distributions with most of the response configurations. Another reason explaining these results may be the fact that RF has an iterative procedure and the average outcome does not describe the worst possible case [57] , which may lead to a stable and robust predictive ability of RF for diameter distributions. However, a limitation of RF was that calculating distances is more time-consuming than MSN [35] . As shown in Figure 5 , generally, we also found that there was no significant improvement in separate MSN imputations by tree species compared to the imputed diameter distributions for all plots, although there was a significant improvement in RF imputation (Figure 5b ). This result was similar to those of Strunk et al. [35] and Räty et al. [37] . This may be explained by the reason that selected neighbors by unstable MSN imputation may include tree species that did not occur in the target plot, due to lower target samples in post-stratification. The sufficient robustness of RF may have only a slightly negative effect on imputed diameter distributions. Our results showed that SET14 (i.e., DBH) was an optimal response configuration for imputing diameter distributions in all plots and Eucalypt plots. Due to meet the needs of predicting diameter distributions in relative complex stands of Chinese fir forests, other responses (i.e., G and H) had to be used in the configurations to increase the capability of searching neighbors for the NN model. Once optimal response configurations and imputation methods were determined for different forest types, the performance of KNN-imputed diameter distributions was evaluated. From Table 8 , the diameter distributions of Eucalypt forests derived from MSN imputation performed slightly better than those of Chinese fir forests derived from by RF imputation with the optimal response configuration. This may be explained by Chinese fir forests having larger tree size inequality compared to Eucalypt forests, although a steadier RF model was chosen by Chinese forests.
Assessing Diameter Distribution Predictions with UWM, FMM and KNN
In this study, we investigated the capability of UWM, FMM and KNN for predicting tree diameter distributions. Our results revealed that the inclusion of FMM (Mean e R = 40.85, Mean e P = 0.20) for all plots (Model 4 in Table 6 ) produced the highest accuracies of diameter distributions, followed by the KNN (Mean e R = 52.19, Mean e P = 0.26) and UWM (Mean e R = 52.31, Mean e P = 0.26) methods (Tables 6 and 8 ). The UWM was expected to have the lowest accuracy, because this model form restricts on a simple unimodal distribution in which UWM has the insufficient capability for fully characterizing multimodal diameter distributions in uneven-sized and multi-species stands. However, this parametric method is still applied in ABA forest inventory, because a relatively few parameters that have to be predicted [58] . Compared to UWM, FMM is more flexible for multimodal empirical distributions. This study discriminated multimodal stands using LiDAR-predicted Lorenz-based indicators. An FMM could be more reliable for capturing a complete representation of the continuous bimodal diameter distributions of differentiated bimodal stands, which has been demonstrated [16, 36, 47, 48] . The FMM for multimodal plots from this study produced higher accuracies (Mean e R = 39.38, Mean e P = 0.20) for prediction of diameter distributions than did the results (Mean e R = 62.21) reported by Mulverhill et al. [48] in boreal natural forests, which may be explained by the effects of higher modality differentiation accuracy (overall accuracy = 77.55%). In non-parametric strategies, KNN has the potential to fit multimodal or irregular distributions rather than unimodal or bimodal distributions. For this reason, KNN could easily produce an overfitting diameter distribution for planted stands with relatively simple structures, such as the imputed distribution in Figure 7e . Although no limit on the number of candidate predictor variables, the KNN model produced unstable distributions. Generally, the KNN model is more sensitive to the quality and amount of field reference data, therefore suggesting that KNN may need a larger number of samples for obtaining more reliable results [18, 38] . KNN-imputed diameter distributions in this study obtained relative better performance than did the results (Mean e R = 80.16) reported by Rana et al. [18] , which may be explained by the latter study area was suited in a subtropical natural forest with relative higher tree size heterogeneity.
This study also investigated the effects of stem densities on predicted diameter distributions (Figures 7 and 8) . Similar to other studies [39, 82] , the error index seemly exhibited a slightly decreasing trend with increasing stem density, indicating diameter distributions with high stem density may be more easily be predicted by UWM, FMM and KNN. This may be explained by the fact that the stands with high stem density are often seedlings or young-aged forests and thereby results in relatively low variations.
Applications and Potential Improvements in Future Work
In this study, we provide a framework for using LiDAR data to discriminate forest structural types and to predict plot-level diameter distributions with unimodal and multimodal models (i.e., UWM, FMM and KNN). This framework provides foresters with a mean to improve differentiation of stand structure types and use differentiated types as prior knowledge to select appropriate models for more accurately estimating diameter distributions. This could contribute to improving the selection of stands for harvest, optimization for stand compositions, silvicultural interventions and enhancing growth and yield projections. However, there is still a lot of potential improvements that need to be done in future work. For instance, plot-level diameter distributions prediction should be used for extrapolation to regional areas. This study only used two error indices to assess goodness of fit. To assess diameter distributions more objectively, more assessment indices, such as the balanced error index (BEI) [59] , scaled root mean squared distance (sRMSD) [59] , modified error index e L [107] and bias [45] could be used. In terms of response configuration of MSN and RF imputations, more structural attributes could be considered as response variables to test, such as basal area weight mean height (H g ) [51] , basal area weighted diameter (D g ) [51] , Lorey's mean height (H lorey ) [38] , etc. In addition, more parametric (e.g., mixture Gaussian model, trimodal Weibull models) and non-parametric methods (e.g., Bayesian model and 10-percentiles model) could be attempted in future work. Previous studies [51, 108] demonstrated the synergy of LiDAR and other optical data sources (e.g., hyperspectral data [109] ) to improve estimates of forest structural attributes and diameter distributions. Thus, future work could consider this synergy for developing links between inherent forest structures and their spectral information to enhance the reliability of predicting diameter distributions. To improve direct interpretability and transferability of LiDAR metrics, multimodal distribution models should be used to characterize more detailed information on vertical forest structure profiles for further extracting more LiDAR metrics.
Conclusions
This study compared UWM, bimodal FMM, and multimodal KNN models for predicting tree diameter distributions using airborne LiDAR data over a subtropical planted forest within southern China. To better understand forest structural types and predict diameter distributions using UWM and FMM, prior knowledge of forest structural types is required. For this reason, we evaluated the capability of LiDAR predictions for stratifying forest areas into unimodal and multimodal stands by examining the modality of diameter distributions. When modality differentiation was determined, the UWM and FMM were used to fit diameter distributions in unimodal or multimodal stands and KNN model was employed to predict diameter distributions. In addition, the effective strategies of number neighbors, response configurations and imputation methods in the KNN model with tree species were assessed. The result showed that LiDAR-predicted Lorenz-based indicators, i.e., GC and LA, were the most optimal differentiation index (overall accuracy = 77.55%). Parameters of UWM and FMM were predicted well (R 2 = 0.58-0.95, rRMSE = 5.69%-29.21%) and species-specific models (R 2 = 0.75-0.95, rRMSE = 7.17%-14.94%) had higher accuracies than non-specific models (R 2 = 0.80-0.94, rRMSE = 5.65%-16.39%). The number of neighbors k equal to 5 was been found to be optimal with KNN imputations. Overall, RF imputation generally achieved more stable performance than MSN imputation with respect to changes of responses. The optimal response configurations for all plots, Chinese fir and Eucalypt plots were respectively SET14 (DBH), SET7 (G, H and DBH), and SET14 (DBH). Furthermore, compared to the UWM (Mean e R = 52.31, Mean e P = 0.26) method on all plots, FMM and KNN generally produced better performance (Mean e R = 40. 85-52.19 , Mean e P = 0.20-0.26) for predicting diameter distributions. Multimodal KNN model could be expected to provide valuable insights into multimodal diameter distributions in more heterogeneous planted forests with more complex structure. This study demonstrated benefits of multimodal models with LiDAR data to predict diameter distributions and showed that FMM has the great potential to predict diameter distributions and can be a valuable tool for supporting sustainable forest management in subtropical planted forests.
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LiDAR Metrics Description
Standard metrics h 25 , h 50 , h 75 and h 95 The percentiles of the canopy height distributions (25th, 50th, 75th and 95th) of first returns. h mean , h max , h SQRT , h CURT , h std , h var , h cv , h skew and h kurt Mean height, max height, quadratic mean height, cubic mean heights, standard deviation, variance, coefficient of variation skewness and kurtosis of the heights above ground of all first returns.
L skew , L kurt and L CV The ratio of the third (L3) to the second (L2) L-moments; The ratio of the third (L4) to the second (L2) L-moments; The ratio of the second (L2) to the first (L1) L-moments. The proportion of points above the quantiles (10th, 30th, 50th, 70th and 80th) to total number of points. CRR Canopy relief ratio ((mean − min)/(max − min)).
Canopy metrics
Filled, Empty, OG, CG, Eu, Oligo
The voxels filled in point clouds and empty voxels within canopy spaces (Filled, Empty); The empty voxels located above and below the canopy respectively (OG, CG); The voxels located within an uppermost percentile (65%) of filled grid cells of that column, and voxels located below the point in the profile (Eu, Oligo).
Rumple
The ratio of canopy outer surface area to ground surface area. CvLAD
Variation within the vertical leaf area density profile. VCI Vertical complexity index, i.e., Distribution of abundance of returns in specified height bins.
